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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introductory remarks . There is no more fitting a
manner to open a discussion of the work carried on "by the
Y.M.C.A. than to call attention to an inscription which
appears on the walls of an eastern association gymnasium.
The words displayed on this tablet are, "This gymnasium
is presented to the young men of this city by one, who,
coming here many years ago as a stranger, found his first
friend in the Young Men*s Christian Association, and his
"best friend in Christ whom it exemplifies .*r
Thus the Association extends a friendly hand of
welcome to all who would avail themselves of it facilities.
In the confines of its four walls pervades the comradeship
of a home and the solidarity of a hearth fire.
Its functions in a community are varied and
innumerable, but, in a general way, they can roughly be
grouped under the following categories: social, mental,
physical, and spiritual. Two of these classifications
are obviously described in the title of the organization;
namely, the social from the Young Men f s Association, and
the spiritual from the all revealing word "Christian".
Adair, W. W., "Swimming Pools Do Build Character",
Christian Century 49:1081, September 7, 1932.
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If the writer were to review and do justice to these two
phases of activity alone, he would only be repeating the
writings of a countless number of advocates of virile
manhood and Christian knighthood, who had covered the
field long before the present writer was aware of the
existence of this great institution. Much could be said
in a similar way of the educational projects carried on
by the Association,
This writer is primarily interested in the physical
department of the Y which carries on its manifold duties
in the gymnasium. Here, at various hours of the day,
groups gather for physical activity: boys from the age of
ten through the age of eighteen; young men, nineteen and
up; middle-aged and old men. Every walk of life is
represented here; each man or boy has his own individual
purpose for being in attendance. The youth faction craves
invigorating, exciting, and recreational activity, while
the middle-aged and neer aged men long to regain their
waning youth by stimulating, refreshing, and constructive
indulgence in physical activities.
ISaeh group needs, of necessity, to be treated in
a different manner. The problems of one certainly are
not the problems of the other. These particular
difficulties must be determined and adjusted by
independent administrative measures, distinctive program
-
content, and individualistic methods of procedure.
Since the writer is cognisant of the above obvious
facts, he as selected a single one of the afore-mentioned
groups, boys whose ages range from approximately ten to
seventeen years inclusive, to carry out his experiment.
These "boys comprise the classes commonly designated as
the "Junior" and "High School" groups of the Y physical
education program.
The problem specifically stfc ted . It is the purpose
of this study to apply the Physical Fitness Testing
procedure to Y.M.C.A. organization and administration of
the "Junior" and "High School" groups of its physical
education program, and therefrom to determine the utility
of this test as an objective measure to facilitate the
attainment of the aims and plans of that department
•
In an effort to attack the problem set forth above,
the investigator studied the following points and
evaluated their resulting data:
1. Equalization of team competition by the use of
Strength Index and its implications to Y gymnasium work.
2. Diagnosis of pupil health status.
3. Determination of degree of progress.
4. Measurement of program
.
5. Elimination of some of the evils of absences,

4and the ascertainment of new pupil relations.
6. Determination of the degree to which the Strength
Tests facilitate class room organization which is disrupted
by the uncertain character of membership tenure.
7. Maintenance of pupil interest in work by the use
of a vital testing program.
8. Study of posture by silhouettograph and Strength
Test scores.
Justification of problem
. 1X1 of these issues are
vital to the success of the Association work, and it is the
aim and purpose of this study to descry, if possible, some
solution for them.
Site of study As a field for the experiment, Mr.
Charles Curtis, Physical Director of the Salem, Massachu-
setts Y.M.C.A. , offered to cooperate with the author to
conduct the investigation of the Y physical education
department. He not only permitted the study to be made
in his classes, but gave personal aid with apt criticisms
and suggestions which contributed immeasurably to the
success of the undertaking.
Organization of remainder of thesis . The discussion
on the problem set forth will progress in the following
manner
:
4
1. .'• short review of previous studies on y.m. C.H3
work and a consideration of related tests and measures
will form the basic concept upon which this thesis is
constructed.
2. An explanation of testing technique and procedure.
3. Experimental methods.
4. Data obtained.
5. Implications of afore-mentioned data.
6. Summarization.
7. Recommended studies.

REVIKY OP RELATED INVESTIGATIONS
Historical sketch of physical education of the
Association . Early X gymnasium work resembled very much
that of a typical Turnverein, v/ith emphasis on the heavy
apparatus movements. The whole instruction period was
spent in drill on complicated maneuvers on the horse, bars,
and mats. This type of activity was strenuous, and lacked
interest for the average man. It emphasized muscular
strength, and was in no way suited to the needs of all
those who came to the Association gymnasium for physical
activity.
Under the guidance of such outstanding workers as
Dio Lewis and Robert L. Roberts, the emphasis began to
shift to calisthenics and light, quick movements on the
apparatus
.
The next change came with the introduction of
informal play and games into the physical education
program of the Y.I.I.C.A.. As early as 1909, the goal of
the Association was, "A place for every one in North
America to play, and every one a player." In the boys'
iFisher, George J., "V/hat the Y.M.C.A. is Doing in
Physical Training", OutjLng 53:652, February 1909.
2IM4., p. 655.
/
department alone, the aim was to administer to every boy
who had a physical need to which no other organization
was giving attention. Play came to he recognized as the
most interesting, and also the most valuable form of
physical education.
The Y has clung more tenaciously to the formal type
of gymnasium period than has the public school. There
is one phase of the Y teaching technique which is
profoundly effective and stimulating. This is its very
elaborate system of "leader corps''
,
which is still
unsurpassed by any institution which ministers to the
physical needs of boys and young men.
Very early in the history of the Y, measurement
began to find a place. The first type to be used
extensively was the Anthropometric Test of the type
perfectecl by Doctor Sargent and Doctor A. E. C-arland.
The tests of the latter were used at the Salem Y.M.G.A.
for a period of ten or twelve years previous to the
introduction of the Strength Tests.
Recently, many types of functional tests: ear,
eye, and the like, have come into practice. Doctor J. H.
McCurdy made original contributions in the fields of
blood pressure and physiology of exercise. Skill tests
3Ib:d., p. 653,

of many types were introduced; some were based on the
fundamentals of games, apparatus work, and muscular
coordination. Some examples of the latter types are the
Bliss Test of Progression in Physical Education and the
Brace Test of Motor Ability.4
The silhouetteograph has come into quite general
use, as has the pedograph, although the latter is used to
a much smaller degree. Recently, the medical examination
is "becoming more comprehensive and vital.
Studies in the field of the development of tests for
the measurement of athletic ability have been countless in
number. Numerous investigations have been conducted
concerning the handicapping for the eo_ualizati on of
eompetative events. McCloy has made manjr such studies
'
'
' 5
using age, height, and weight norms for bases . He has
also won recognition for his assiduous research concerning
measurement of athletic power. Doctor F. R. Rogers has
employed the Strength Index of the Physical Fitness Battery
for experimentation as a measure of athletic ability and
4Brace, David K., Measuring Motor Ability , A. S.
Barnes Co., 1927.
5
McCloy, C. H. , "Athletic Handicapping for Age,
Height, and -/eight", American Educationa l Review 32:635-48.
McCloy, C. H.
,
Measuring Athletic Power t A. S.
Barnes Co., 1932.

and team equalization. Athletic Badge Tests d which aimed
9for physical efficiency were studied and evaluated.
Shortcomings of measurement . T'he first efforts at
testing were relatively weak; in many cases, grossly
inaccurate; in some instances, almost nugatory. It was
only after scientific statistical procedures were evolved
to measure the reliability
,
objectivity, and validity of
measures that the tests took on a semblance of more than
subjective standards. During this process many of the
recognized tests were debunked, and more fundamental
measures introduced. Batteries which were being employed
without knov/ledge of their true worth were discarded, and
new measures which had been established on the basis of
accepted criteria were substituted.
By no means, has the ideal yet been reached, but a
degree of certainty has been attained, which in turn
stimulates the confidence of experimentors in their efforts
in this field.
If the reader desires more specific information as
^Rogers, Frederick Rand, Fundamental Administrative
Measures in Physical Education , The Pleiades Co., 1932,
Chap, vii .
.
g
"Physical Efficiency is Goal in Earning Badges",
Hygeia 10:862, September 1930.
9,,Athletic Badge Tests for Boys and Girls", National
Association Journal 21:130, April 1931.
1
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to these recognized tests, two books may be referred to
which deal with this phase of physical education: the
first, "Tests and Measurements in Physical Education" by
Bovard and Cozens, and the second, "Fundamental Administra-
tive Measures in Physical Education" by Frederick Rand
Rogers, The former reviews the types of tests and gives
details for administering them; the latter evaluates them
in terms of the criteria of scientific measures.
What this thesis hopes to contribute , It is the
aim of this study to determine the use of the Physical
Fitness Test to Y.M.C.A. organization and administration
of its "Junior" and "High School" physical education
groups. The tests have proved their educational value
in school circles. The question then suggested itself
as to whether they would be of any worth to the Y
physical director whose problems differ widely from those
of officials in the school field.
The writer recognizes that since the study was
limited to but a single Y.M.C.A. , the results obtained
cannot conclusively and unequivocally solve the problems
raised, but it is hoped that similar experimentation
will be carried on in other Associations, and that these
findings will be helpful to the Y in the attainment of its
aims and objectives.

EXPERIMENTAL
CHAPTER III
AND TESTING PROCEDURE
Physical Fitness Tests . The Physical Fitness Tests
used in this experiment are made up of seven specific
strength tests: namely, the pullup, pushup, le^j lift, grip
right, grip left, back lift, and lung capacity, all of
which involve the large muscle groups of the body.
The pushup test is given on the parallel bars, and
the pullups are administered on suspended rings. The scores
of these two tests are added together and multiplied by
one-tenth weight, plus height, minus sixty, the resulting
number indicating strength of arm. For a more comprehensive
understanding of the formula: multiplier - V//10
-f- height
- 60, see a Columbia University study by F. R. Rogers."1"
The back and leg lifts are given on a dynamometer,
while the grip tests are administered with a manuometer,
both of which are calibrated in pounds. The lung capacity
or vital index is secured by the use of the spirometer,
which is graded in cubic inch readings.
The scores secured from arm strength, back lift,
leg lift, right grip, left grip, and lung capacity are
added together, the resulting sum being termed the Strength
Index.
F. R. Rogers, Physical Capacity Tests jji Admin-
is tration of Physical EducL tion , Columbia University, 1925,
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added together, the resulting sum being termed the
Strength Index.
Worms have "been established for weight and age,
2
such scores being named the Normal Strength Index.
The Strength Index is divided by the Normal Strength
Index, and the arithmetical procedure evolves the Physical
Fitness Index.
It is of vital importance that the reader exercise
great care lest the two terms "Strength Index" (S.I.)
and "Physical Fitness Index" (P.F.I.) be confused. It
must be remembered that the S.I. is the total muscular
strength of individual tested, while the P.F.I, is a
mathematical expression in terms of percentage of the
pupil's strength as related to the normal strength of
individuals of the same age and weight •
The specific techniques followed in giving these
tests are carefully set forth in a manual, the content
of which was religiously held to by the author, who had
previously had three years of experience with the
administration of the tests in both junior and senior
^Frederick Rand Rogers, Physical Capaci ty Tests .
A. S. Barnes and Co., 1931.
3^ . . ...

high schools
Order and technique of t esting . The tests were
given two days a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in
the following order:
First day:
1. Age
2. Weight
• 3. Height
4. Pushup
5. Pullup
6. Right Grip
7. Left Grip
Second day:
8. Back Lift
9. Leg Lift
10. Lung Capacity
Given "by a leader
Given by Mr. Curtis
Given "by the writer
Given by the writer
Given "by Air. Curtis
11. Silhouetteograph Given by a leader
Recording of scores: Leaders
Between the pushup and pullup tests and between
the pullup and grip right tests, a rest of about four
minutes was allowed. This is not absolutely essential
between the two latter tests, but since six or seven
boys stood in line awaiting their turns while the tests
were being administered, the profited by a certain amount

of recuperation.
Because of class schedules, the High School group
was tested from three-thirty to four-thirty p.m., and
the Juniors, the following hour. A total of ninety-eight
boys took the initial test: forty-five High School boys
and fifty-three Junior boys. Retests were made of eighty-
six of this group: thirty-eight High School and forty-
eight Junior boys.
After the statistical work on the records had
been completed, the results were employed to establish
the trial situation of a control group and an experimental
group. The Junior class was utilized for the former.
In this class, the only methods followed were those which
had previously been used in the instructional technique
of the Association. Games were mass or group competitions
teams were determined by the " choose-up-sides" methods.
Ho effort was made to equalize these teams other than
those employed by the various captains in electing for
their teams the best players from those remaining in
the group left to be chosen. The classification for
apparatus, tumbling, and general class room work was
made on the basis of e nersonal estimate by Mr. Curtis,
the athletic director. The class period of one hour
was divided in the following manner:
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1. Twenty minutes: formal drill, marching, and
calisthenics
•
2. Twenty minutes: group work on horse, horizontal
"bars, parallel "bars, rings, and mats.
3. Twenty minutes: mass games, swimming, etc..
This was the regular time allotment and program content
of classes at the Salem Y..
In the High School class, the experimental group,
several changes were made.
1. A basketball league was organized in the regular
class period on the "basis of the Strength Index. This
league consisted of four teams whose total and average
Strength Indices were as close to the same equal as it
was possible to arrange.
2. The groupings for general skill work on the
various apparatus were made on the basis of the P.F.I,
scores of the pupils.
3. The time allotment was utilized in the following
manner:
a. Ten minutes: calisthenics, drill, and
marching tactics.
b. Twenty minutes: group work on horizontal bars,
parallel bars, horse, mats, rings, etc..
c. Thirty minutes: games.
4. Class room teaching methods were much the same
-
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as those used previously, except that a greater emphasis
was placed on instruction by the leader corps. These
leaders were exhorted end taught to give more attention
to individual needs, special aptitudes, and interests of
"boys under their direction.
The reexamination was "begun on April, the twentieth.
The techniques of testing, order of tests, hours of
administration, and testing procedure of first test were
followed in every way; five hoys, however, who no longer
were in membership, cooperated to the extent of appearing
at the Y.M.C.A., especially for the purpose of "being
reexamined. In the case of these youths, it was felt that
it would "be preferable to get their scores, even though
they took the complete battery in one day than to fail
to get their ratings. It was impossible for them to
come to the Y. on another afternoon. This fact v/as
definitely ascertained before they were given the complete
test in one day.
Summary
.
1. The Physical Fitness Test consists of seven
separate elements, involving all of the large muscle
groups of the body.
2. The Strength Index and Physical Fitness Index
are two separate concepts which must be clearly understood.

3. The Junior group is the control group.
4. The High School group is the experimental group.
5. The reexamination duplicated the details of the
first examination except that five boys completed their
second tests in but one period.

CHATPER IV
EQUALIZATION OF TEIll GAMES ON BASIS OF STRENGTH INDEX
Philosophy of play
.
Play is defined "by Griffith as
"muscular movement carried out for its own sake."^" .7hy
it exists so universally has never been unojiestionably
answered either psychologically or physiologically. Many
theories have been proposed which try to explain logically
the existence of play, no one of which seems to be
commonly accepted. Play seems to be so broad and far-
reaching in its meaning that it eludes any all-inclusive
categorization. Schiller and Spence offered the Excess
2 3
Energy Theory; Groos proposed the Preparation Theory;
4
G. Stanley Kali expounded the Recapitulation Theory;
5
Patrick gave his views as the Relaxation Theory. All
of these views found many adherents, and, obviously,
explained the cause for play, but evidently lacked in
Griffith, Coleman R., Psycho logy and At hi pt j n.^ l
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928, pTlHSO.
2
Ibid., p. 207.
°Ibid.
, p. 209.
4Ibid.
,
p. 211.
5
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completely circumscribing every phase of the problem.
One fact is certain,— play exists. Undeniably,
it is a fact; unquestionably , a reality. The world is a
potential playground; every known race and every recognized
nation engages in activity which is enjoyed for its own
sake. "Play is a universal language. In kingdom or
republic, if you will, of play there are no boundaries
except those that separate the living from the dead,
—
those who will still play from those who do not."
Doctrine of equality . This doctrine is defined
as follows: "In 1 competative 1 activities educational
objectives and the canons of fair play will be realized
most completely only when the powers opposing individuals
7
or teams have been equalized." In all fields of gentle-
manly sport, it is recognized that greater good is derived
from meeting an opponent who is very nearly the same in
related qualities than in overwhelming a weaker adversary.
The greatest difficulty has not been the securing of
Broucher, Howard, "The V/orld at Play", Recreation
25:413, November, 1931.
n
Frederick Rand Rogers, Fundamental Administrative
Measurjs in Phys ical Education, The" Pleiad'es" Co'.",""1932
,
p. 130.
t
agreement with this theory, bat rather in the inadequacy
of measuring devices to evaluate the proper qualities
necessary for equalization.
Age, weight, and skill in the abstract have been
used with relatively meager success. In this study,
strength, as measured by the Strength Index, is proposed
as the element which needs to be balanced to insure
similarity.
League one . To determine the feasability of this
proposal, the "High School" class was divided into four
teams equalized on the basis of the Strength Index. The
procedure followed was this:
1. Strength Indices were arranged in order from high
to low.
2. The cards were then dealt out in four piles:
A B C D
1 E 3 4
8 7 6 5
9 10 11 etc.
3. The sum total of each pile was then determined.
4. Cards were then rearranged to bring these totals
as near proximity as possible.
5. Finally, the teams were established as is shown
in Table I.
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TAELE I
HI aH SCHOOL BASKETBALL LEAGUE NUMBER ONE
EQUALIZED ON BASIS OF STRENGTH INDEX
Ymca Semanon Trojan Nira
Papil* s
No.
S.I. irapii. s
No.
Papil'
s
No.
S.I. Papil'
s
No.
S.I.
18 2144 40 2105 38 2268 8 2179
15 1849 41 1901 43 1830 3 1844
39 1806 9 1730 13 1818 22 1806
2 1687 26 1728 4 1614 27 1671
5 1582 44 1594 33 1609 10 1605
7 1558 OC i /ton 6 1476 45 1489
21 1425 1 AJL^fc 37 1473 30 1295
25 1385 X 17 1291 16 1265
36 1238 J.JL i *fc 28 1284 19 1125
24 1104 20 1172 31 1194 29 1447
11 804 23 1011 1 9
Total 16582 16574 16590 16574
Ave
.
1507 1507 1508 1507
Med. 1558 1594 1476 1295
Range 1340 1094 1535 1331
NOTE: Papil No.
included
.
34 ceme "bat once a week so was not
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The game played was basketball, and the following
rules were adopted to guide the league:
1. A definite time limit v/as to "be established before
game started.
2. The game was to terminate when such playing time
was over, regardless of the score,
3. The score at end of playing time was to remain
unchanged,— tied scores were not "played off,"
4. Each man on a squad had to play at lecst one
half during the course of each game. This time could be
divided into any parts or distributed in any manner the
captain saw fit.
5. If new boys entered as members, they were to
be tested by Mr. Curtis, and could act as substitutes
for absent players, providing their S.I. scores closely
proximated those of absent players.
The league played three rounds, making a total of
eighteen games; data for these games may be found in
Table II. New members were substituted in the contests
without appreciably disrupting the permanent organization
of the league. Without any obvious effort and before they
had an opportunity to feel out of place, these new boys
became part of the constant organization of the class.
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TABLE II
DATA ON GAMES OF LEAGUE ONE
Average Difference Score 7finner Score
S.I. of S.I. Difference
Game 1.
Ymca
S eme.no n
Game E
.
Nira
Trojan
Game 3.
Trojan
Semanon
Game 4
Nira
Ymca
Game 5.
Ymca
Semanon
Game 6
Nira
Trojan
Game 7.
Ymca
Semenon
Game 8.
Nira
Trojan
Game 9
Nira
Semanon
1516
1511
1497
1543
1315
1335
1457
1373
1445
1507
1490
1465
1360
1362
1433
1411
1456
1475
46
20
84
62
25
22
19
4
4
2
2
5
5
13
5
9
4
15
2
16
10
12
7
8
5
tie
tie
tie
v/on
won
v/on
won
won
won
8
13
<
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TABLE II ( CONTINUED
)
DATA ON GAMES OF LEAGUE ONE
Average Difference Score V«rinner Score
S.I. of S.I. Difference
Game 10.
Ymca
Trojan
Game 11.
Semanon
Trojan
Game 12.
Nira
Ymca
Game 13.
Trojan
Ymca
Game 14.
Nira
Semanon
Game 15.
Nira
Semanon
Game 16.
Ymca
Trojan
Game 17.
Nira
Ymca
Game 18.
Semanon
Trojan
1459
1500
1434
1399
1437
1427
1452
1295
1564
1494
1587
1406
1483
1544
1461
1453
1376
1392
41
35
10
157
70
181
61
8
16
6
4
6
4
8
4
12
1
4
1
6
4
16
8
13
12
v/on
tie
v/on
won
won
won
won
won
won
11
8

S4
The equality of the teams was not disrupted; and the hoys
felt no fear of "blame for probable loss of game or stigma
due to lack of ability, because they were playing in the'
places of those ranking no higher than themselves in
general athletic skill. No subjective ranking was necessary
for the director had on each card a rating of each boy f s
respective relative skill.
The scores of the games played v/ere surprisingly
close. By consulting Table III, the reader will note that
sixty-one per cent of the games ranged from ties to four
points difference in score, twenty-eight per cent from
five to eight, and eleven per cent, from ten to fourteen.
Stated in still another way, with the two above groups
combined, eighty-nine per cent of the games ranged from
ties to eight points difference. The average difference
was 4.06 points, while the median was 3.5 points. By
careful study of the table, it is quite obvious that
the median of 3.5 points describes the data most
accurately.
In the difference of the average S.I.'s of the
teams, each game considered separately, it is well to
note that the team with the higher Strength Index won
eight of its games, lost six, and tied four. The widest
#
TABLE III
DIFFERENCE OF SCOPES FOR GAMES OF LEAGUE
Difference Frequency
4
1 1
2 3
3 2 61</o
4 1
5 2
6 1
7 28; o
8 2
9
10
11 1
12 » llfo
13 1
14
Total 18
Average difference
Median difference
4.06
3.5

range of S.I. in which the game was lost by the stronger
team was sixty-one, and that game was lost "by two points
The losses in these contests were not overwhelming; and.
there seems to lie a tendency toward this fact: the
larger the difference in S.I., the lower the difference
in score if the stronger team be defeated, Note:
Team higher by 61 points, lost by E points.
Team higher by 42 points, lost by 5 points.
Team higher by 41 points, lost by E points.
Team higher by 19 points, lost by 3 points.
Team higher by 16 points, lost by 1 point.
Team higher by E points, lost by 6 points.
The writer realizes that the above fact is not
conclusive, bat the tendency is mentioned to emphasize
its existence, and thus raise a question for further
study and experimentation.
The four teams* final standings were as follows:
Niras won 8, lost 0, tied 1 1000;..
Ymcas won 4, lost 4, tied 1 500c/o .
Trojans won 1, lost 5, tied 3 167)o.
Semanons won 1, lost 5, tied 3 167^?.
The Nira team won the league championship so
conclusively because Pupil Number 19 on this team was a

natural leader, and through his efforts, the Niras
displayed more team-work than any other group. He was
by far the most polished player on the team,—fast,
aggressive, and skillful in handling the hall, dribbling,
passing, and shooting. He was absent the first time the
team played, the score being a tie: 2 to 2. He was
present the next time, and scored six points more than
was the total score of the oppossing team. He was
absent the third game, but his team cleverly gave the
ball to Number 27, another "sure shot", and hence made
a creditable showing. This team played better basketball
as the season progressed. Their strongest features were
close guarding and passing, plus having the most accurate
shooter in the league.
Plan of reorganization . Not having a comparative
basis to evaluate the results of the first league, the
investigator reorganized the group into two leagues.
One, called the "Berry League", was made up of four teams
equalized on the basis of the S.I. in the same manner as
was the initial league. The classification finally
decided upon is shown in Table IV. The rules stipulated
for League I governed the "Berry" groups as well.
The other division, called for convenience's sake
t
TABLE IV
BASKETBALL TEAMS FOR "BERRY LEAGUE"
EQUALI ZED ON BASIS OF S.I.
Strawberries Blueberries Blackberries Loganberries
Pupil's S.I. Pupil's S.I. Pupil's S.I. Pupil's S.I.
No . No • No • No •
41 1901 3 1844 43 1830 13 1818
26 1728 22 1806 4 1614 39 1806
27 1671 2 1687 33 1609 10 1605
32 1490 * 1552 5 1582 44 1594
45 1489 37 1473 1423 21 1425
16 1265 28 1284 14 1312 29 1147
36 1238 35 1174 17 1291 19 1125
12 848 11 804 962 24 1104
Total 11630 11624 11623 11624
Ave. 1454 1453 1453 1453
Med
.
1490 1513 1503 1510
Range 1053 1040 868 714
NOTE: New members tested by Mr. Curtis who
are not referred to in the remainder of this study
designated by *
.
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the "Pick Up League" , was formed "by the " choose-ap-sid.es"
method which is the most common method of equalization.
Three teams were organized, and these played games similar
in length to those of the "Berry League", ties not being
played off. Substitutions were made at will by the captain
as long as each man on the squad played at least a half.
Any new member entering was automatically allotted to
the team having the least players.
Data on "Berry League" . Twenty-six games were
played by these teams. Data relative to these games may
be found on Table V. The twelfth game was not used for
statistical purposes because only four members of the
"Strawberry" team were present.
Again, the scores of the games were relatively
close, as may be noted by studying the facts of Table VI.
Seventy-two per cent or eighteen of the twenty-five games
ranged from a tie to a four point difference. Ninety-
two per cent or twenty-three of the tv/enty-five games
ranged from ties to a nine point difference. Forty-four
per cent or eleven of the twenty-five total were either
ties or separated by but one point. Only two of the
entire group of games were won by over ten points. The
average difference in scores was 3.8 points, and the
•
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S.I.
Game 1.
Strawberries 1454
Blaeberries 1453
Game 2.
Blackberries 1530
Loganberries 1429
Game 3.
Blackberries 1445
Strawberries 1439
Game 4.
Loganberries 1431
Blaeberries 1423
Game 5.
Loganberries 1474
Strawberries 1586
Game 6
•
Blackberries 1742
Blaeberries 1589
Game 7
.
Blackberries 1586
Loganberries 1431
Game 8.
Strawberries 1579
Blackberries 1474
Game 9
Loganberries 1453
Blaeberries 1439
TABLE V
DATA ON GAMES OF "BERRY LEAGUES"
Average Difference Score '/inner
of S.I
1
101
8
112
153
155
105
14
3
3
7
7
12
3
9
2
12
4
6
3
15
9
2
2
8
5
tie
tie
won
won
won
won
won
tie
won
Score
Difference
8
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TABLE 7 ( CONTINUED
)
DATA ON GAMES OF "BERRY LEAGUES"
Average Difference Score ./inner
S.I. of S.I
Game 10.
Strawberries 1498 8
Blackberries 1490
Game 11.
Blackberries 1517 6
Blueberries 1523
Score
Difference
5
4
4
1
won
won
Game 12.
Strawberries
Loganberries
(This game not used as data since thei-e
were only four men on "Strawberry" team.)
Game 13.
Strawberries 1531 54 5
Blaeberries 1477 4
Game 14.
Blackberries 1481 112 11
Loganberries 1369 8
Game 15.
Strawberries 1580 169 8
Blackberries 1411 8
Game 16.
Loganberries 1369 51 24
Blaeberries 1420 8
Game 17.
Stray/berries 1531 99 6
Loganberries 1432 5
Game 18.
Blaeberries 1426 74 3
Blackberries 1352
won
won
tie
won
won
won
16

S.I.
Game 19
•
Loganberries 1417
Blackberries 1637
Game 20.
Blaeberries 1461
Strawberries 1550
Game El.
Blueberries 1465
Loganberries 1369
Game 22.
Strav/berries 1495
Blackberries 1445
Game 23.
Strawberries 14P7
Blaeberries 1393
Game 24.
Blaeberries 1447
Blackberries 1535
Game 25.
Strav/berries 1374
Blaeberries 1235
Game 26.
Loganberries 1653
Strav/berries 1527
TABLE V (CONTINUED)
DATA ON GAMES OF "BERRY LEAGUES"
Average Difference Score Vinner
of S.I
220
89
96
50
94
88
139
126
4
9
8
9
5
10
9
15
2
4
4
11
6
12
8
won
won
won
won
won
tie
won
won
Score
Difference
13
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TABLE V ( CONTINUED)
DATA ON GAMES OF "BERRY LEAGUES"
Average Difference Score Winner Score
S.I . £TS; Difference
Game 19, . won 4
Loganberries 1417 220 «
Blackberries 1637
Ga
?
e
?
0-
• 1 am 89 9 won 1Blaeberries 1461 ?
Strawberries 1550
Game 21, Q 4
Blueberries 1465 96 9 won
Loganberries 1369
Game 22. mmi , ~ 1
Strawberries 1495 50 10 won J
Blackberries 1445 9
Game 23. 13
Strawberries 1487 94 15 won l»
Blaeberries 1393
Game 24. . . n
Blaeberries 1447 88 4 tie
u
Blackberries 1535 4
Game 25.
_ nn •
Strawberries 1374 139 11 won
5
Blaeberries 1235 b
Game 26. _ M _ — /
Loganberries 1653 126 12 won 4
Strpwberries 1527
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TABLE ?1
RANGE OF SCORES OF "BERRY LEAGUE"
Difference Frequency
5
1 6
2 72 ' J
3 ^43
9;
5 1
6 1
7 1 20$
8 1
9 1
10
11
12
13 1
15
16 1
18
19
Total 25 Average 3.8 Median 3.4

median was 3.4, the two extreme cases distorting the .
picture slightly.
It is interesting to note how closely the percent-
ages run for the first league end the "Berry League."
In both cases there is a tendency for the score to group
toward the tie end of the table.
The teams having the highest S.I. averages, each
game analyzed separately, won ten games, lost five, and
tied five. By examining minutely the five games lost,
one first notes that the difference in S.I. averages
raage from 220 to 6.
In detail, the results were:
Difference in S.T. average of 6, difference in
score, 3.
"Difference in S.I. average of 8, difference in
score, 1.
"Difference in S.I. average of 51, difference in
score, 16.
Difference in S.I. average of 89, difference in
score, 1.
Difference in S.I. average of 220, difference in
score, 4.
In the two games having differences of 220 and
51 respectively, the stronger team was defeated by the
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Loganberries in both instances. This team had as one of
its players a boy whose S.I. was 1125, but whose skill in
finding the hoop for points, exceeded that of all the
other boys in the league, He alone scored enough points
to win or tie both games in question. Besides this fact,
the Loganberries displayed more team-work than did any
of the other teams.
In analyzing the ties in the same way, one finds
the differences in S.I., from low to high, ranging from
5 to 169 points in the following order: 5, 88, 101, 105,
and 169.
In examining the four highest differences, one notes
1. Ties with 169 point difference in average S.I.
Strawberries, the stronger team, fouled six times and
opponents scored two free throws, while they themselves
scored two out of four tries. They were not playing "heads
up" ball, or they could have won easily.
2. Tie with 105 point difference in average S.I.
—
Fouls, again, were the deciding element.
3. Tie with 101 point difference in average S.I.
--
The Loganberries were prominent. Their star player having
S.I. of 1125 scores ell of his team's seven points.
4. Tie with 86 point difference in average 3.1.
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Team with lowest S.I. resorted to foaling to stop scoring
of stronger team,, Neither team converted any of its
gift chances into scores..
The fact that a team is stronger in terms of 3.1.
does not presuppose i victory for that team, bat the
difference can be overcome "by other elements sach as
leadership snd team TDlay. This fact does not discredit
equalization of teams on basis of S.I., bat rather is
a strong argument for its use. The fact that games so
balanced are relatively close in final scores, all other
factors being eoual, and since any existing difference
can be overcome by mentioned qualities, it seems to
follow that any method which keeps the obstacles to be
overcome within reasonable range, encourages the
expression of such qualities.
The final standings of teams in the "Berry League"
were as follows:
Blackberries won 6, lost 3, tied 4 — 677^.
Loganberries won 7, lost 4, tied 1 — 636$.
Strawberries won 5, lost 6, tied 3 — 455^.
Blueberries won 3, lost 8, tied 2 — 273$o.
" Tick Up League " deta . In its original status,
there were three teams in the league, organized as has
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"been previously explained, by choosing sides. These teams
altered so frequently because of new members joining the
squad and because of absences among the members that after
the games had continued three rounds, the teams were
organized each class meeting to accommodate those who desired
to nlay basketball, and who were not in the "Berry League."
Thus the "Pick Up" games wer$ carried on until
eighteen contests had been completed, with the scores of
several games running according to Table VII, and the
score differences as shown in Table VIII.
The value of the data from this league is twofold:
first, the contrast of score differences with those of the
initial and "Berry Leagues," and second, the contrast of
the ease of organization under the 3*1 • equalization
policy with that of the "pick up" method.
Compare Table III, page 25, and Table VI, page 33,
with Table VIII, page 40, and note that, in the first place,
the average difference in score of the "Pick Up League" is
very nearly double that of the two leagues equalized on
the S.I. basis. Also note how consistant the percentages
of the initial league and the "Berry League" are as
contrasted with those of the "choose-up" games in the
following table:

T/.BLE VII
Game 1.
DATA ON GAMES OF "PICK UP LEAGUES"
Team Score Score
Differences
Panthers 4 1
Lions 5
Game 2.
Game 3.
Game 4
.
Game 5.
Game 6
Game 7.
Game 8.
Game 9.
Game 10
Panthers 5
Tigers 7
Panthers 33 30
Lions ' 3
Panthers 2
Tigers 11
Lions 8
Tigers 1
Panthers 11 tie
Lions 11
Panthers 2 10
Tigers 12
Lions 5 3
Tigers 2
Independents 4
Trojans 5
Shirts 13
Skins 6

TABLE VII (CONTINUED)
DATA ON GAMES OF "PICK UP LEAGUES"
Team Score Score
Differences
Game 11.
Skins 11 1
Shirts 10
Game IE,
Skins 11 1
Shirts 12
Game 13,
Shirts 19 13
Skins 6
Game 14.
Skins 24 21
Shirts 3
Game 15.
Shirts 11 10
Skins 1
Game 16.
Shirts 6
Skins 6
Game 17.
Shirts 8 6
Skins 2
Game 18.
Skins 3 3
Shirts
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TABLE VIII
DIFFERENCES OF SCORES FOR GAMES IN "PICK UP LEAGUE"
Difference Freque
1
1 4
2 1
3 2
4
5
6 2
7 2
8
9 1
10 2
11
12
13 1
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 1
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 1
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
44f^
28; j
5.696
72LA
5.5c/o
Total 18 Average difference 7.3
Median difference 6.

Difference in Initial "Berry" "Pick Up"
Score League League League
0—4 61fo 72$ 44$
5 — 9 28Vo 20fo . 28$
10 — 14 ^ 11$ 4$ 17%
15 — 19 4$
20 — 24 5.b/o
25 — 29
30 — 34 5.5;o
100$ 100$ 100$
Next compare the data of Table II, pages 22 and
23, Table V, rmges 30, 31, and 32, and Table VII, pages
38 and 39. Even a casual glance will reveal certain
obvious facts.
1. The average S.I.'s of the equalized teams
seem to run smoothly with but few wide divergences above
or below the 1400 or 1500 class.
2. But one game out of forty-five was played
without rules set forth in the equalized leagues, while
the "Pick Up league" had to be reorganized constantly to
adjust itself to changes in class room personnel,
indicating a decided lack of flexibility and power of
adjustment of the latter procedure. Certainly, the 3.1.
r4
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equality policy did not suffer from this comparison.
Pupil interest . Since the contestants were out
slightly interested in the final standings of the leagues,
no evaluation was made of them; these scores apparently
had, if any, "but little stimulating or incentive influence.
Mr. Curtis posted the league standing at the "beginning of
the contest, but, as the games progressed, he, through
an oversight, neglected to do so for several days. He
concluded that if the boys v/ere interested in that phase
of the contest, they would ask him concerning it. If
inquiries were made, he planned to renew the practice of
posting the standings.
The implications of this situation could be
construed to mean either that the boys weren*t enthusiastic
about the league idea, or that they came to play the
game for its own sake, the standings being of no vital
interest
.
Mr. Curtis, in discussing the situation, expressed
that he was convinced from his knowledge of the boys'
reactions, that they v/ere very interested in the games
themselves, even more so than previous groups had been.
Certain other information came to the writer 1 s atten-
tion which emphatically bears out the impression Mr.
•
Curtis expressed. An individual having no connection
with the Salem Y, while at Boston University, singled out
the writer to offer his congratulations for the good work
"being done at this Y. He was personally acquainted v/ith
numerous members of the "High School" group, and these
boys had expressed to him their intense enthusiasm for
the equalizing procedure. He was pleased with the fact
that the. first three games had been ties, and concluded
his remarks with these words, "It f s the best situation
that has existed for years."
After the basketball work had been completed,
and plans were being made to organize baseball teams for
spring, the boys of the "High School" group requested
that these teams be organized on basis of S.I,. This
request came of the boys' ov/n volition, and was in no
way solicited.
Pupil interest in the tests proper was apparent
through-out. It ..as & rare situation if six or eight
boys did not remain after the period was over to try to
better their scores, or to get more information as to
the meaning and value of the tests.
An announcement was made to the "Employed" boys'
division which met evenings that if any one of them
desired to be tested and could make the necessary
4
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arrangements, he could come a certtin afternoon to take
the "battery of tests. Twelve "boys from that group made
the required adjustments at their respective points of
duty, and appeared the following afternoon to be examined,
Mr, Curtis, the physical director, was profoundly
pleased with the results of the whole procedure, so much
so, in fact, that he has "begun several little investigations
because of his own personal interest relative to the use
of P.F.I, and grip test.
Summary
.
1. Play is defined as "muscular movement carried out
for its own sake."
2. The doctrine of equality is explained as follows:
"In ' competative' activities educational objectives and
the canons of fair play will be realized most completely
only when the powers opposing individuals or teams have
been equalized."
3. In league one, where teams were equalized on
basis of the Strength Index, the games were relatively
close, the median difference in score being 3.5 points.
*See Footnote No. 1 on page 18.
**See Footnote No. 7 on page 19

4. The "3erry League" which was also organized o
the "basis of Strength Index very nearly duplicated the
results obtained in the first league.
5. The "Pick Up League" did not appear to "be
capable of making the adjustments necessary to justify
its existence.
6. Team play developed much more rapidly in
equalized leagues.
7. The testing procedure which included equal-
ization of teams and grouping was extremely popular
with the members.
8. The director is decidedly pleased with the
results
.

CHAPTFR Y
UTILITY OF PHYSICAL FITNESS IFDEX
Explanation of P.F.I . Physical Fitness has "been
defined as "capacity for activity.""*" Since gymnasium
activities deal primarily with "big muscle activities,
and since muscular strength and its proper utilization
is the dominant element of successful accomplishment of
these activities, it follows that a measure of strength
is a partial measure of potential skill in "big muscle
activities. The P.F.I, is a mathematical expression of
strength in terms of the normal individual's normal
strength which has been established for varying ages
and weights, and is, therefore, used as a partial
measure of general skill in physical activity.
.
Experimental group : "High School ." The class
divisions of this group were made on "basis of P.F.I,
scores. The scores of the forty-five "boys who took
the first test were placed in descending order, the
highest to the lowest. Counting down from the highest
number, the investigator placed the first ten scores
Frederick Rand Rogers, Fundamental Administrative
Measures in Physical Education , The Pleiades Co., 1932,
p. 116,

or those from 134 to 121 inclusive in Group A; the next
thirteen, 118 to 106 inclusive, formed Group B; the
following ten, 103 to 97 inclusive, constituted Group C;
and the last twelve, 95 to 68 inclusive, "became Group D.
The aim in these groupings was to carry on the
regular routine work on the horizontal "bar, parallel
bars, rings, mats, etc., and to determine the advisability
and feasability of the procedure to Y.M.C.A. work.
Class routine and method were held constant in "Junior"
group as much as possible, and comparisons were made
with this group.
Control group ; "Juniors " . This division followed
the procedures which had prevailed previous to the
introduction of the Strength Tests.
The groupings for squad work were made on the
"basis of the judgment of the athletic director. If the
boy in question had been in membership previously, he
was rated on basis of past performance; if he were a
new member, the director placed him in whichever group
his physical appearance seemed to warrant.
The apparatus used was much the same as that
utilized in the "High School" class. Of course, the
I
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exercises were more simple in the "Junior" division,
since the age and previous experience of class membership
were taken into consideration.
Pupil P.F.I, status for first test . A total of
fifty-three "Juniors" were tested with a P.F.I, range
of 87 points, the scores reading from 56, low, to 143,
high. Consult Table IX for detailed record. The
average of this group was 97.8 and the median 97.3,
which is relatively low for boys of this age. In the
"High School" group the P.F.I. T s ranged from 134 to
68, a spread of 66 points. The average and median were
much higher in this division: 106 and 104.6 respectively,
additional information may "be found in Table X.
Skill rated by director . The director rated the
boys A, B, C, or D, in terms of skill. The question
as to the degree to v/hich the P.F.I, groupings coincided
with the director's judgment was ansv/ered by determining
the Coefficient of the Mean Square Contingency for those
tv/o ratings, the Coefficient being .59. From this lack
of relationship alone, one cannot conclude that either
the judgment rating or the P.F.I, rating is at fault;
however, other pertinent factors favor the P.F.I, plan.
1
TABLE IX
"JUNIOR" P.F.I. FREQUENCY DISTRIPUTION
TEST 1C
P.F.I. F D FD
2
FD
141 — 150 1 5 5 25
131 — 140 2 4 8 32
121 — 130 1 3 3 9
111 — 120 3 2 6 12
101 -- 110 14 1 14 14
91 100 15 36
81 — 90 11 -1 -11 11
71 — 80 3 -2 -6 12
61 — 70 1 -3 -3 9
51 — 60 2 -4 -8 32
F 53 -28 156
Mode 96 h 87.6
Mean 97.8 °-3 106.6
Md 97.3 9.5
SD 17.1 Range 87
i
TABLE X
"HIGH SCHOOL" P.F.I. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
T'EST I
P.F.T. F D FD FD^
1 OCT131 140 o 3 lo
121 — 130 8 2 16 32
111 — 120 8 1 8 8
101 110 7
y l — 100 13 -1 -13 13
81 90 5 -2 -10 20
71 — 80 1 -3 -3 9
61 -- 70 1 -4 -4 16
F 45 30 116
Mod e 96 119.4
Hean 106 94.4
104.6 12.5
SD 16 Ranfe 66
4
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Such considerations are:
1. The reliability of subjective is low.
2. The P.F.I, has been proved highly reliable.
3. The validity of the P.F.I, as an index of
general muscular skill has been established and found
to be high.
4. Assuming that both measures are valid and
reliable, the relationship might still be low because
the subjective judgment rated present skill, while the
P.F.I, ranked on basis of capacity for activity which
for some reason might not have been trained or guided
properly.
5. Capacit' does not presuppose activity, but
activity cannot exist unless there be a capacity for it.
Health status of two croups : test one . The author
cannot undertake to set forth the philosophy which under-
lies the use of the P.F.I, as a measure of health. Suffice
it to say that the term "health or organic vigor implies
that condition of any living organism, including its
various parts and functions, which conduces to the
2
greatest amount and efficiency of purposeful activity,"
2Ibid., p. 28.
Boston University
School of Education-
Library

and "a test is a valid measure of health if it measures
human activity or capacity for activity."
The average and median P.F.I, differences of the
"High School" and the "Junior" groups, indicate that the
health status of the former group is slightly higher
than that of the latter division. Intensive analysis
of individuals by investigators has indicated that
people with P.F.I.'s "below 70 should be studied more
closely by physicians in search of organic disturbances.
In the "Junior" group three boys are rated below this
limit
.
The boy in this group of three with the lowest
P.F.I, is only 56 inches tall, weighs 132 pounds, and
is ten years of age. His body is soft and flabby with
no outward sign of vigor or excess energy. Ir. the retest
his score showed a promising improvement , but with a
rating of only 72, he still needs special care and
attention.
The lad with a P.F.I, of 58 is decidedly obese,
weighing 150 pounds. For an individual 63 inches in
heighth and 11 years, 10 months of age, this is too
high a weight. He had improved his score to 70 by
Rogers, Frederick Rand
, loc. cit.
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retest time, "but the causes of his obesity should "be
checked more closely.
The individual with P.F.I, of 67 presents no such
extreme. He is light in weight, but not outstandingly so.
His score had increased to 87 at retest.
The one "High School" boy below the 70 mark scored
63 in the first test and one point lower in the retest.
At the present writing, this individual is most in need
of specific diagnosis by competent physicians. He
weighs 198 pounds, is 6 feet tall, and is 16 years and
3 months of age. His lack of improvement is most
significant
.
Let it be understood that a low Physical Fitness
Index does not of necessity indicate an incurable or
serious ailment. A bad cold or grip will cause a
substantial drop in the score.
' P.F.I . Status for second test .-- comparison with
status for first test * Forty-eight "Juniors" and thirty-
eight "High School" pupils took the second test. The
median for the "Junior" division was 103.76, for the
"High School", 112.73. All of the "Juniors" had pro-
gressed above the 70 mark, while but one "High School"
i•
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"boy remained below. Tables XI and XII give detailed data
concerning P.F.I, status.
Of the total number tested, all but twenty showed
an increase in their P.F.I.'s. The changes in the Physical
Fitness Indices of the "Junior" class ranged from a drop
of 15 points to a gain of 22 points. The median gain of
5.9 was made by the class as a whole. The "High School"
class changes in P.F.I.'s ranged from a gain of 22 to a
loss of 14 points, with the median at 6.36 points. In
other words, the health status of both groups improved
about six points in five months, which is a fairly
significant improvement. See Graphs 1 and 2.
S .1 . status and changes in the t7J0 groups . In
the "Junior group in October the median S.I. was 692.5,
which increased to 750 by Llarch. The median change was
a positive 71.9. Note Table XIII. The "High School"
group median in October was 1500 which was raised to
1700 before retest time. The median change was a positive
175 points, a most significant gain. See Table XIV.
The "High School" division improved in terms of
P.F.I, only very slightly over the "Junior" group, but
the average gain in S.I. of 175 points by the former as
compared with the average gain of 71.9 certainly shows
i
TABLE XI
P.F. I. DATA FOR FJriLS "'/HO
It TTTTTT A *D nT> f"\TTT>TtJUNIUK 'tKOUP
TOOK BOTH TEST S
"n TP T u cuo D er
Test
March
Test
140 149 2 T-i - T
JL 2 F
130 — 139 2 1 20 — 24 3
120 — 129 1 3 15 — 19 5
110 ~ 119 3 4 10 — 14 7
100 — 109 17 17 5 -- 9 11
90 — 99 11 10 -- 4 13
80 — 89 10 8 -5 — -1 5
70 -- 79 1 3 -10 -- -6 3
60 — 69 1 -15 — -11 1
50 -- 59 2 F 48
F 48 48 Mean 6.46
Mean 97.29 102.1 M& 5.9
Md 99.09 103.76 SD 8 .15
SD 16.3 15.9
^3 12.15
106.47 108.82 1.15
88 91 % 5.5
9.24 8.91 Range 37
Range 83 78
i9 » If •
i
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TABLE XII
P. F.I. DATA FOR PUPILS
HIGH SCHOOL"
7T0 TOOK
TxROUP
BOTH TESTS
P.F.I
.
October
Test
March
Test
140 -- 149 2 • T P F
mm
130 ~ 139 3 3 20 — 24 1
120 — 129 6 6 15 — 19 3
110 — 119 9 11 10 — 14 7
100 — 109 7 7 5 9 11
90 — 99 7 6 — 45
80 — 89 5 2 -5 — -1 7
70 -- 79 -10 — -6 3
60 — 69 1 1 -15 11 1
F 38 38 F 38
Mean 107.37 111.84 Mean 5.4
Ma 108.57 112.73 Md 6.36
em
oil J-D .O J-D . / SD 8
°<3 119.33 122.5 ^3 11.1
\ 95 100.71 -1.1
12.17 10.9 % 6.1
Range 77 81 Ranse 36
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GRAPH 1
P.F.I. SCORES FOR OCTOBER AFD KARCH
"JUKIOR GROUP"
March P.F.I
.
1 s
October 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 F
P.F.I
•
1
s to to to to to to to to to to
59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 139 149
8 10 17 2 48
•
GRAPH 2
P.F.I. SCORES FOR OCTOBER AND MARCH
"HIGH SCHOOL GROUP"
March P.F.I. '
s
October 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 F
to to to to to to to to to
69 79 89 99 109 119 129 139 149
140 — 149
130 -- 139
120 -- 129
110 -- 119
100 -- 109
90
80
70
60
-- 99
— 89
— 79
— 69
3
2
3
1
1
1
3
9
7
7
5

TABLE XIII
STRENGTH INDEX DATA FOR PUPILS WHO TOOK 10TH TESTS
"JUNIOR" GROUP
Mi October
Test
March
Test
TX - T2 F
1EE5 -- 1300 £DU —
—
9"7A 1
1150 — 1224 3 ££0 PAQfcift i7 1
1075 — 1149 2 <S£ffc
1000 — 1074 2 2 JL f — 1 QQ 1
925 — 999 4 7 J.OU — L I ft 5
850 — 924 6 3 1 OKL6D — J.ft5 7
775 — 849 3 4 1 Art1UU TO/lc4 4
700 -- 774 8 9 1 o 99 4
625 -- 699 10 10 JU -- 74 8
550 624 7 5 <jO — 49 8
475 — 549 6 2 — 24 5
400 — 474 2 1 -CO - — -1 2
F 48 48 — ou — -24 2
Mean 714 794.32 F 48
inMUX Mean 83.85
SD 159 217.5 Hd 71.88
"3 850 957.14 3D 66.75
1 592.83 655 *3 135.7
6 128.58 151.07 34.38
Range 573 754 a 50.66
Range 320
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KABIJE XTV
%
STRENGTH INDEX FOP. PUPILS WHO
"HIGH SCHOOL"
TOOK BOTH
GROUP
TES™S
S.I.
2400 — 2549
October March
Test Test
1 F
2250 — 2399 1 3 400 -- 449 1
2100 — 2249 3 1 350 — 399
1950 — 2099 5 300 — 349 5
1800 — 1949 6 5 250 — 299 3
1650 — 1799 4 6 200 — 249 7
1500 — 1649 5 5 150 — 199 6
1350 — 1499 7 3 100 — 149 5
1200 — 1349 3 4 50 — 99 3
1050 — 1199 5 1
— 49 6
900 — 1049
-50 — -1
750 899 2 2
-100 -51 2
600 749 2 2
• F 38
F 38 38 Mean 167.1
Heart 1507.95 1653.9 Md 175
ft 1500 1700 SD 117.5
SD 406.50 497 246.5
% 1812.5 1965 75
1225 1375 85.8
293.8 295 Range 513
Range 1548 1612
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a superior degree of progress made by that group.
Analyzed in terms of that athletic ability sig-
nified by the average gain of 175 points, the results
seem to indicate that the Equalization policy is some
manner effected the change.
Skill in physical activities is the result of
practice in muscular movements, and, if the activities
are similar and the methods constant , on could reason-
ably expect a fairly eo
L
ual change in status. It is
highly probable that this accounts for similarity in
P.F.I, gains of the two groups.
Summary ,
1. Physical Fitness is defined "as capacity for
activity."*
2. Pupils with P.F.I, score less than 70 should
be carefully checked by medical examinations,
3. P.F.I, gains of the "High School" and "Junior"
groups were approximately the same.
4. "High School" group made s large gain in S.I.
status
.
*See Footnote TCo
. 1 on page 46.
»
CHAPTER VI
BODY MECHANICS
Introductory remarks » In recent years general body
mechanics has assumed a place of profound importance in
physical education programs. The general concept of
posture has "been the subject of lengthy writings by
advocates of preventive, corrective, and remedial phy-
sica.1 education. Broad and sweeping claims have been
made for good posture in terms of health and general
skill. No definite agreement has been reached as to
the affect of poor bodily mechanics on skill and health;
opinions of prominent men in the field vary greetly upon
this subject.
At the Salem Y.M.C.A. posture silhouetteographs
are periodically made of every member of the "Junior"
and " TTigh School" groups. From these posture tests, the
pupils are rated A, ?, C, and D in terms of the quality
of their bodily mechanics. Although no definite nrogram
for correcting faulty posture is carried out, these tests
are given for the check they contribute on the pupils'
posture
.
%
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The facts on posture derived from silhouetteograph
tests and the data obtained by administering the Physical
Fitness Test were comparatively analyzed. Since posture
is a modifiable condition and influenced by elements
seemingly extraneous, such as muscular strength and tone,
organic vigor, injuries, and the like, the Physical Fitness
Test was utilized to determine degree of influence exer-
cised by age, weight , back strength, Strength Index, and
Physical Fitness Index upon general posture.
Posture and age . The correlation of posture and
age for the "Junior" group was .21, v/hile for the "High
School" group, it was -.36. See Table XV for detailed
information. In the groups tested, age seemed to be the
powerful factor. The change from a positive to a
negative correlation in the two groups is significant
when one considers that the older of the groups showed
a tendency toward a descending rating. This data seems to
indicate that up to a certain age, approximately eleven
or twelve years, posture improves, following which time
,
it declines. The influence of age is slightly in-
creased with weight and strength held constant, or,
specifically, from -.36 to -.46. Note Table XVII.
.

TABLE XV
LIST OF CORRELATION SCATTYGRAM3
Zero Order Correlations "Juniors" "High School
"Posture and Age .21 -.36
Postare and "/eight -.05 .02
Posture and Back Strength .16 .04
Posture and S.I. .16 .02
Posture and P.F.I. .21 .12
Age and "7eight .14 .40
Age and Back Strength .50 .38
Age and S.I. .41 .45
Age and P.F.I. .25 -.07
'.'/eight and Back Strength .62 .81
./eight and S.I. .60 .81
rreight end P.F.I. -.27 - 33
Back Strength and 3.1. .90 .87
Back Strength and P.F.I. .29 .05
S.I. and P.F.I. .44 .20

TABLE X7I
FIRST ORDER CORRELATIONS
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"Juniors" "High School"
1. Posture and Age
./eight hell constant
2. Posture and Age
S.I. held constant
3. Posture and 'Jeight
Age held constant
4. Posture and 7feight
3.1. held constant
5. Posture and Back Strength
Age held constant
6. Posture and Bsck Strength
'/eight held constant
7. Posture and S.I.
Age held constant
8. Posture and S.I.
'Jeight held constant
9. Posture and P.F.I.
Age held constant
10. Posture and P.F.I.
'oi;;ht held constant
.28
.20
•08
.19
.06
.25
.08
.24
.17
.23
- .J8
-.39
.19
.01
.21
.25
.19
.01
.15
.02
, • .1 »
«
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TABLE XVII
SECOND ORDER CORRELATIONS
"Juniors" "High School"
1. Posture and Age ,21 -.46
./eight and S.I. held constant
2. Posture and Weight .05 .04
Age and S.I. held constant
3. Posture and S.I. .05 .10
Age and 7/ eight held constant
4. Posture and P.F.I. .15 .11
Age and Weight held constant
5. Posture and Back Strength .01 .10
Age and 7/eight held constant
4
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Posture and weight . There is a very low correlation
"between posture and weight, even though strength and age
are held constant. The influence does not measurably
change in the two groups.
Relation of posture to back strength and S.I
.
There is a prevalent feeling that good posture is closely
related to strong "back muscles. Others feel that gen-
eral muscular strength promotes better posture.
The evidence at hand does not substantiate these
beliefs. Posture and back strength correlate .16 in
the "Junior" group and ,04 for the "High School" boys;
even with age and weight held constant, the situation
is not improved.
On the other hand, general muscular skill correlates
nuite evenly: .41 and ,45 for the two groups. This
would indicate a relatively strong tendency, but it is
the inter correlation of strength with age and weight
which makes this muscular strength appear influential.
Posture and P . 7 .
I
. The relationship between posture
and the P.F.I, score is positive, but relatively low,
being ,21 for the "Juniors" and .16 for the "High School
class, '/hen the influence of age and weight is eliminated,
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the correlation "becomes practically zero.
Implications and summary . If the groups tested
at Salem are true samples of other boys enrolled in
similar classes of Y.M.C.A.'s in general, some of the
facts noted are of vital significance to Association
gym work, as well as of importance to physical ed-
ucation in its broad sense. No claim is made that such
is the cese, but there are facts which need to be present-
ed for consideration.
1. Posture does not improve with age, even when
an individual engages in general physical activity.
2. Development of general strength does not pre-
suppose postural improvement.
3. In order to improve posture, specific corrective
programs are necessary.
4. Proper bodily mechanics depends on the proper
distribution of existing muscular strength, but muscular
strength and proper distribution are not intrinsically
related.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introductory not
e
. In summarizing the findings of
this study, the author recognizes that this is but a single
experiment of the problem set forth. Other investigations
will, of necessity, need to be made to check the impli-
cations cited, for their general significance. Although
the conclusions are stated in positive terms, one must
bear in mind that they carry weight only to the degree
warranted by the evidence garnered in this study.
Equalization of teams on basis of S.I.
1. Teams which are equalized on basis of S.I. are
equalized for activities that involve general athletic
skill.
2. The resultant scores of basketball games played
by equalized teams were much closer than those of teams
divided by the " choose-up-sides" method
3. Team play developed more rapidly in equalized
leagues
•
4. The equality policy held pupil's interest more
strongly than the "pick up" method: first, because the
scores of the games were close; second, the equality was
not disrupted by absences; third, substitutions appeared
fair to members because a definite policy was followed;
and fourth, the boys recognized that they were part of
a system and psychologically their egos were stimulated.
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5. From the viewpoint of the director, the dis-
organizing influences of absences and new members being
added to the personnel were decreased immeasurably.
Organization and administration of class work became
spontaneous
.
P.F.I , utility .
1. Grouping for squad work is facilitated by the
use of the P. J'. I.
2. There is a tendency toward greater improvement,
in terms of 3.1. and P.F.I. , of groups using the Physical
Fitness Testing procedure and related methods, than is
found in groups where subjective judgment is used.
Posture .
1. Posture does not improve with age even if an
individual engages. in physical activity.
2. Posture is in no way related to muscular strength
except in such manner as bodily mechanics depends on
proper distribution of existing muscular tone and strength.
3. Posture is improved only by specific corrective
measures
.
4. Since the P.F.I, is a measure of "capacity for
activity," and since posture and P.F.I, relation is low,
it follows that posture does not influence general motor
G•
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skill
.
Summary , Measurement is significant in any physical
program. Its implications are vital and stimulating. For
this reason the writer has found intense satisfaction in
the course of this study. The Problem has, by no means,
"been solved. So many related problems have suggested them-
selves that the author has found it difficult to limit the
discourse of the data specifically to the question under
discussion. Special effort had to be exerted to guard
against digression. These related issues would perhaps
have added to the value of this study, but lest the scope
become too broad to be adequately discussed in one dis-
sertation, it was appreciably limited.
Some of the problems that presented themselves
are worth of consideration and study. A few of these
are
:
1. The feasibility of the use of the P.F.I, or
S.I. as one of the qualifications for leader corps'
qualifications
.
2. A study to determine what difference in
average S.I. might be considered significant in teams
equalized on basis of 3.1.
1•
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3. The value of Physical Fitness Tests in checking
progress on class preparing for service examinations.
The Association has a lofty aim and purpose. It
can only attain its ultimate goal by measuring the extent
and direction of its progress and charting its prospective
course along avenues prompted "by virile leadership.

STATISTICAL RESEARCH
CORRELATION S CATTERGRAMS
1•
SCAnTERG-RAl.:S FOR
"JUNIOR" GROUP

SCATTERGRAJ! I
CORRELATION OF AGE ABB POSTURE
Age D
Posture
C B A F D FD FD"
+ -
14 —14-6 2 1 3 4 12 48 4
13-6 —13-Ll 2 2 3 6 18
13 —13-5 3 3 2 6 12
12-6 — 12-11 2 1 3 1 3 3 1
12 — — 1_<^—
o
3 5 2 10 27
11-6 —11-11 2 1 3 -1 -3 3 2
11 — 11-5 1 1 4 -2 -8 16 2
10-6 —10-11 4 2 6 -3-•18 54
10 —10-5 2 2 4 '-4-•16 64 8
F 12 20 4 2 38 •45 219 +17
D -1 1 2
FD -12-•12 4 4 8
FD
2
12 4 8 24
Posture Age
c -.105 .474 17
.011 .225 38 (-.105x-.474)
C -.105 2.844 mo.
M C 12 yr. r
lid C 12 yr. 1.2 mo„
3D .795 2.35 x 6 .795x2.35
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SCATTTOGRAM II
COUHELAflOH OF POSOT^ AI7D TFI3HT
Weight A B C
Posture
D F D FD FD2 xV
f. —
50 -- 59 1 1 -3 -3 9 3
60 69 1 2 3 -2 -6 12 -4
70 — 79 1 6 8 15 -1-15 15 6
oO — 89 Q x 1 5 -24
90 — 99 1 7 8 1 8 8 1
100 — 109 1 1 2 2 4
110 — 119 1 1 2 3 6 18 -3
120 — 129 1J- 1 4 4 16
130 — 139 1 5 5 25
140 — 149
150 — 159 1 1 7 7 49 1
F 2 4 20 12 38 32 156 -4
D 2 1 -1
FD 4 4 8 -12--12
FD
2
8 4 12 24
c
Posture
-.105
.011
-.105
Weight
.21
.044
2.1
-4
TSS
r
_
(--.105 x
M
Md
3D
C
C
.795
87.1
80
2.02 x 10
.795 x 2.02
-.05
«
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SCATTERGRAM III
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND BACK STRENGTH
Back Strength D c
Postare
E A F D FD FD2 xh1
+ —
260 — 279 1 1 6 6 36
240 — 259 1 1 5 5 25
220 -- 239
200 — 219 1 2 3 3 9 27 3
180 — 199 1 1 2 4 2 8 16 2
160 — 179 2 5 7 1 7 7 -2
140 — 159 1 9 10 o
120 — 139 4 2 1 7 -1 -7 7 2
100 — 119 3 1 1 5 -2 -10 20 2
F 12 20 4 2 38 -17 138 t7
D -1 1 2
FD -12-•12 4 4 8
FD2 12 4 8 24
Posture Back Strength
C -.105 .474 7 (.474 x -.105)
c* .011 .225 Z&
~
C -.105 9.48 r
.16
M C 159.48
HdL C 154 .795 x 1.84
SD .795 1.84 x 20
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SCATTERGRAM IV '
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND STRENGTH INDEX
Posture
Strength Index A B J D F D FD FD~ X".2
2 1 3 -3 -9 27 3
2 5 8 -2-16 32 6
3 4 8 -1 -8 8 2
1 6
2 o 1 8 1 8 8 1
1 2 3 2 6 12 2
1 1 3 3 9
t -
400 — 499
500 — 599 1
600 — 699 1
700 --
800 — 899
900 — 999
1000 — 1099 -3
1100 — 1199
1200 — 1299
1300 — 1399
1400 — 1499
1500 — 1599
1600 — 1699 19 9 81
F 2 4 aO 12 38 26 177 +11
D 2 1 -1
FD 4 4 8 -12-12
FD
2
8 4 12 24
Posture Strength Index
g -.105 .184 11 (-.105 x .184)
c
.011 .034 M ~"
C
-.105 18.4 r
.16
M C 731.6
ft C 700 .795 x 2.15
SD
.795 2.15 x 100
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SCATTERGRAM V
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AIID PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
Posture o i -i
P.F.I
.
A B C D F D FD FD X Y
+ -
140 — 149 1 1 5 5 25
130 — 139 1 1 4 4 16 4
120 — 129
110 — 119 1 1 2 2 4 8 2
100 — 109 1 8 5 14 1 14 14 -3
90 -- 99 1 2 2 3 8 27
80 — 89 6 3 9 -1 -9 9 3
70 — 79 1 1 -2 -2 4
60 — 69
50 — 59 1 1 2 -4 -8 32 4
F 2 4 20 12 38 -19 108 +10
D 2 1 -1
FD 4 4 8-•12 -12
2
FD 8 4 12 24
Posture P.F.I.
Q -.105 .2105 10 (.2105 x .105)
ar .011 .044 "38
~
C -.105 2.11 r .21
M C 97.11
McL C 98.75 .795 x 1.67
SD .795 1.67 x 10
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SCATTERGRAM VI
CORRELATION OF AGE A1ID WEIGH!
•/eight
Age 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
to to to to to to to to to to to
59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 139 149 159
14 —14-5 2 1
13-6—13-11 1 1
13 —13-5 1 1 1
12-6—12-11 1 2
12 —12-5 4 3 2 1
11-6—11-11 1 1 1
11 11-5 3 1-L
10-6--10-11*u \j \j jl yj JL JL 1 1 4
10 —10-5 2 1 1
F 1 3 15 5 8 1 2 1 1 1
D -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 7
FD -3 -6-•15-•24 8 2 6 4 5 7
2
FD 9 12 15 8 4 18 16 25 49
t -
3 4 12 48 -12
2
(-9
3 6 18 15
3 2 6 12 8
3 1 3 3 2
10 27
3 -1 -3 3 -6
4 -2 -8 16 4
6 -3 -18 54 27
4 -4 -16 64 -16
38 -45 209 +22
Age Weight
.474 .21 -22 (-.474 x .21)
.225 .044 "~3~8
C 2.844 mo. 2.1 r .14
M 12 yr. 87.1
M& 12 yr. 1.2 mo. 80 2.35 x 2.02
SD 2.35 x 6 2.02 x 10
1
SCATTERGRAM VII
CORRELATION OF AGE AND ^ACK STRENGTH
Age 100
t o
119
120
139
140
to
159
Back Strength
160 180 200 220 240
to to to to to
179 199 219 239 259
260
279
F I FD
2
FD
4. _T
14 14-5 1 1 1 3 4 12 48
13-6—13-11 • 1 1 2 3 6 18 21
13 13-5 1 1 1 3 2 6 12 12
12-6—12-11 1 1 1 3 1 3 4 5
12- — 12-5 4 3 1 2 10 27
11-6--11-11 1 1 1 3 - 1 -3 3 -1
11 11-5 1 1 i 1 4 - 2 -8 16 4
10-6—10-11 2 3 1 6 - 3 -18 54 21
10 10-5 1 2 1 4 -4 -16 64 12
F 5 7 10 7 4 3 1 1 38 -45 219 + 74
D u -1 1 2 3 5 6
FD -10 -7 -17 7 8 9 5 6 35
FD2 20 7 7 16 27 25 36 138
Age
C -.474
.225
C 2.844 mo
.
Bac
9
k Strength
.474 74
.225 3*8
.48 r
_
(--.474 X : .474)
.50
M 12.
m 12 yr.
SD 2.35
yr
1.2
x 6
mo •
159
154
1
.48
.84 x 20
2.35 x 1. 84
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SCATTERGRAM VIII
CORRELATION OF AGE MID STRENGTH INDEX
l\L _ __ _2----------
^
+ -
Age 4* 5 6 V 8 9 10 11*12 13 14 15 16 F D FD FD X i*
14 —14-5 1 1 1 3 4 12 48
13-6—13-11 1 1 2 3 6 18 30
13 -- 13-5 1 2 3 2 6 12 4
12-6—12-11 1 2 3 1 3 4 1
12 —12-0 o 3 2 1 1 1C 27
11-6—11-11 1 1 1 3 - 1 -3 3
11 —11-5 1 2 1 4 - 2 -8 16 14
10-6—10-11 1 3 2 6 - 3 -18 54 33
10 —10-5 2 1 1 4 - 4 -16 64 16
F 3 8 8 8 3 1 1 38 45 +8;
D -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 9
FD -9-•16 -8-•33 8 6 3 9 26
FD
2 27 32 8 8 12 9 81 177
Age S.I.
fl -.474 -.184 82 (-.474 x -.184)
0*
.225 .034 35*
~
C 2.844 mo. -18.4 r .411
M 12 yr. 731.6 "
m 12 yr. 1.2 mo. 700 2.35 x 2.15
SD 2.35 x 6 2.15 x 100
*Strength Index in hundreds.
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SCATTERGRAM IX
CORRELATION OF AGE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
Age 50 60 70 80*90 100 110 120 130 140 F FT
to to to to to to to to to to
59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 139 149
14 —14-5 111 3
13-6—13-11 1 1 2 12
13 —13-5 111 34
12-6—12-11 1 11 3 1
12 — 1^-5 5 4 1 10
11-6—11-11 1 11 3 3
11 —11-5 4 4 8
10-6—10-11 15 6-15
10 —10-5 12 1 4 20
F 2 1 9 8 14 2 1 1 38 +33
Age P.F.I.
C -.474 .21 33 (-.474 x .21)
QT .225 .044 ZS
C 2.844 mo. 2.11 r .25
M 12 yr. 97.11
Md 12 yr. 1.2 mo. 98.75 2.35 x 1 67
SD • 2.35 x 6 1.67 x 10
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SCATTERGRAM X
CORRELATION OF "'EIGHT AND BACK STRENGTH
Back Strength * f
Weight 100 120 14C 160 180 200 220 240 260 F X^
to to to to to to to to to + -
119 139 159 179 199 219 239 259 279
150—159 1 1 14
140—149
130—139 1 1 5
120—129 1 1 20
110—119 1 1 2 27
100—109 1 1 2
90—99 1 3 2 2 8 5
30—89 1 1 1 2 5
70—79 3 4 5 3 15 7
60—69 2 1 3 8
50—59 1 1 3
F 5 7 10 7 4 3 1 1 38 91
'.Veight Back Strength
§ .21 .474 91 ( .21 x .474)
c^ .044 .225 38
C 2.1 9.48 p .62
M 87.1 159.48
Md 80 154 2.02 x 1.84
SD 2.02 x 10 1.84 x 20
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SCATTERGRAM XI
CnRREL_^IO TT OF 7EIGHT ANI STRENGTH INDEX
S.I.
"1eight 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 F s FD FD X i
+ -
150—159 1 1 7 7 49 7
140—149
130—139 1 1 5 5 25 -5
120—129 1 1 4 4 16 8
110—119 1 1 2 3 6 18 36
100—109 1 1 2 2 4 2
90— 99 1 1 5 2 8 1 8 8 6
80-- 89 1 2 1 32
70— 79 1 6 5 o 15 -1-•15 15 20
60— 69 1 2 3 -2 -6 12 14
50— 59 1 1 -3 -3 9 9
F 3 8 8 6 8 3 1 1 38 •24 156 +97
D -3 -2- 1 1 2 3 9
FD -9-•16-•8 -33 8 6 3 9 26
FD
2 27 32 8 8 12 9 81 177
Vfei^ht Strength Index
fi .21 -.184 97 (-.184 x .21)
G .044 .034 38 "
C 2.1 -18.4 r .60
M 87.1 731.6
Ma 80 700 2.15 x 2.02
SD 2.02 x 10 2.15 x 100
*Strength Index in hundreds
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SCATTERGRAM XII
CORRELATION OF '.7ETGHT AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
/ei-ht
2
P.F.I. 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 F D FD FD
to to to to to to to to to to to
59 69 79 89 99 109 119 129 139 149 159
140—149 1 1 5 5 25
130—139 1 1 4 4 16
120—129
110—119 1 1 2 2 4 8
100—109 1 1 8 3 1 14 1 14 14
90— 99 1 2 3 2 27
80— 89 1 5 1 1 1 9 -1 9 9
70-- 79 1 1 Q o-d 4
60— 69
50— 59 • 1 1 2 -4 -8 32
F 1 3 15 5 8 1 2 1 1 1 38 •19 108
D -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 5 7
FD -3 -6-•15-•24 8 2 6 4 5 7 32
_2
FD 9 12 15 8 4 18 16 25 49 156
+• -
-2
-48
+33
height P.F.I.
.21 .2105 -33
_
(.21 x .21)
o'
J
.044 .044 ""38
C 2.1 2.11 r .27
M 87.1 97.11
*L 80 98.75 2.02 r. 1.67
SD 2.02 x 10 1.67 x 10
1
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SCATTERGRAM 71 I
I
CORRELATION OF BACK STRENGTH AND STRENGTH INDEX
S.I. 100
to
119
120
to
139
Back Strength
140 160 180 200
to to to to
159 179 199 219
220
to
239
240
to
259
260 F
to
279
1 1
X Y
+• -
400 -- 499 1 2 3 21
500 — 599 4 2 8 20
600 -- 699 2 3 3 8 -1
700 -- 799 3 2 1 6
800 -- 899 1 12 3 1 8 10
900 — 999 1 1 1 3 18
1000 — 1099 1 1 9
1100 --1199
1200 — 1299
1300 —1399
1400 —1499
1500 — 1599
1600 --1699 1 1 54
F 5 7 10 7 4 3 1 1 38 +131
Back Strength S.I.
I .474 -.184
or .225 .034
C 9.48 -18.4 r
M 159.48 731.6
Md 154 700
3D 1.84 x 20 2.15 x 100
131
38
'-.184 x .474)
2.15 x 1.84
%
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SCi ^GRAII "I Tr
CORRELATION OF BACI ENGTH AND PHYSICAL !f^T rnrr INDEX
Back Strength
^l^rlP.F.I
.
100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 F X Y
to to to to to to to to to
119 139 lo9 179 199 219 239 259 279
140--149 1 1 30
130—139 1 1 12
120—129
110—119 1 1 2 6
100
—109 1 4 2 1 1 14 1
lO— 99 1 1 2 2 2
80— 89 3 2 1 2 1 9 1
70— 79 1 1
60— 69
50—59 1 1 2 -12
F 5 7 10 7 4 3 1 1 +38
Back Strength P.F.I.
.474 .2105 38 (.474 x .21)
Q .225 .044 38
~
C 9.48 2.11 r .29
M 159.48 97.11
Md 154 98.75 1.84 x 1.67
3D 1.84 x 20 1.67 x 10
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SCATTERGRAM XV
CORRELATION OF STRENGTH INDEX AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
P F I
S.I. 50 60 70 80 9€ 100 110 120 130 140 F X^1
to to to to ;o to to to to to + -
59 69 79 89 93 109 119 129 139 149
400— 499 2 1 3
500— 599 4 1 3 8 2
600— 699 1 1 3 3 8 3
700— 799 1 2 3 6
800— 899 1 1 z 3 1 8
900— 999 1 1 1 3 10
1000—1099 1 1 6
1100—1199
1200—1299
1300—1399
1400—1499
1500—1599
1600—1699 1 1 36
F 2 19 8 13 3 1 1 38 + 57
Strength Index P.F.I.
6 -.184 .21 57 (-,184 x .21)
9 .034 .044 3"S*
~"
C
-18.4 2.11 r .44
M 731.6 97.11
1ft 700 98.75 2,15 x 1.67
3D 2.15 x 100 1.67 x 10

SCATTSRGRMTS FOR
"HIGH SCHOOL" GROUP
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SCATTERGRAM XVI
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND AGE
Age B C
Posture
B A F D FD FD2 xV
+ -
17-6 --- 17-11 1 1 4 4 16 -4
17 -- 17-5 2 E 4 3 IS 36 -6
16-6 --- 16-11 1 E 3 2 6 IS 4
16 -- 16-5 1 3 3 7 1 7 7 E
lo-6 -- 15-11 E 7 29'
15 •- 15-5 1 1 1 3 -1 -3 3
14-6 - 14-11 2 ** 1 5 -S -10 SO S
14 - 14-5 1 S 7 -3 -21 63 -15
13-6 -•- 13-11 1 1 -4 -4 16 -4
F 7 18 11 S 38 -38 173 -21
D -1 1 S
FD -7 -7 11 4 15
FD2 7 11 8 26
C
M
M&
SD
Posture Age
.210 -.237
.044 .056
.El 1.4 mo.
C 15 yr.
C 15 yr. 8.6 mo.
.8x1 2. IS x 6
-21 (-.237 x .21)
2.12 x .8
-.36
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SCATTER ORAl' XVII
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND '7EIGHT
Posture 9 -, -,
Weight D C B A F D FD FD XLYL
+ -
190 -- 199 1 17 7 49
180 -- 189
170 -- 179
160 — 169 1 14 4 16 4
150 -- 159 1 13 3 9
140 — 149 1 1 4 6 2 12 24 6
130 — 139 1 4 3 8 18 8 2
120 129 3 3 1 7 34
110 — 119 1 5 1 7 -1 -7 7
100 — 109 1 1 2 -2 -4 8 -2
90 — 99 1 1 -25 -3 9 -3
80 -- 89 2 2 -4 -8 32
70 7Q 1 1 2 j -10
F 7 18 11 2 38 -32 212 42
D -1 1 2
FD -7 -7 11 4 15
FD2 7 11 8
C
M
Posture
.210
•044
.21
C
freight
.053
.003
.53
125.5 r
2
38"
*
( .053 x .21)
Md
SD
c
.8x1
128.6
2.36 X 10 2.36 x .8
.02
4
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SCATTERGRAM XVIII
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND BACK STRENGTH
Badt Strength D
Posture
C B A F D FD
2
FD JULX X
+ -
400 449 1 1 3 3 9
350 — 399 1 3 4 2 8 16 4
300 ~ 349 1 4 4 9 1 9 9 3
250 — 299 1 6 7 20
200 — 249 3 A 3 1 11 -1 -11 11 -2
150 — 199 1 2 1 1 5 -2 -10 20 -4
100 — 149 1 1 -3 -3 9
F 7 18 11 2 38 -24 74 a
D -1 1 2
FD -7 -7 11 4 15
FD
2
7 11 8 26
G
G 2
C
Posture
.21
.044
.21
Back Strength
-.105
.011
5.25 r
1 (
38
-.105 x .21)
M
Lid
SD
C
C
.8x1
269.8
264.3
1.39 X 50
1. 39 x .8
.04
*
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SCA?TERGRAH XIX
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND STRENGTH INDEX
Strength . Index D C
Posture
B A F D FD FD
2 xV
t -
6UUU - PI QQ X 1 2 JLO
iouu — 1 QQQ 4 6 P lb QO
1 ouu — T 7QQ p o 2 7 JL 7i 7
i Ann T riQQ p 1 8 P'S
i^uu — 1 ^QQjL<J3 V 1 1 6 JL o o — «J
1UUU — 1 1 1 5 o- <i -1U on<i0 -1
800 -- 999 1 1 -3 -3 9
600 -- 799 1 3 -4 -12 48 -4
F 7 18 11 2 38 -31 132 8 -8
D - 1 1 2
FD -7 -7 11 4 15
FD2 7 11 8 26
Posture Strength Index
P .21 -.158 (-.158 x .21)
.044 .025 38
"
C .21 31.6 r .02
M C 1463.4
Md C 1500 1.86 x .8
3D .8x1 1.86 x 200
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SCATTER3RAM XX
CORRELATION OF POSTURE AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
P.F. I. D C B
Posture
A F D FD
p
FD x-h:1
130 — 139 1 2 3 3 9 27
+ -
6
120 129 2 1 3 2 6 12 2
110 119 1 4 1 10 1 10 10 5
100 109 5 1 6 25
90 99 1 5 2 9 -1 -9 9
80 -4 89 5 1 6 -2 -12 24
70 -- 79
60 — 69 1 1 A—4 -4 16
r
rt
I 18 11 2 38 I QTO
D -I 1 2
FD -7 -7 11 4 15
2
FD 7 11 8 26
C
Posture
.21
.044
.21
P.F .1.
r
8
3S
"~
(.21 x 0)
M C 105
McL C 105 1.61 x .8
SD .8x1 1.61 x 10
_
.16
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SCATT3RGRAM XXI
CCRR^L'TIOr OF AGE AND STRENGTH INDEX
6* 8 10
S
12
.1.
14 16 18 20 F D FD FD
1 I
+ -
17-6 —17-11 1 1 4 4 16 12
17 —17-5 1 2 1 4 3 12 36 9
16-6 —16-11 1 1 1 3 2 6 12 4
16 —16-5 1 a 1 2 7 1 7 7 3
15-6
—ia-n i 2 l 1 2 7 29
15 —15-5 1 1 1 3 -1 -3 3 2
14-6 — 14-11 1 3 1 5 -2 -10 20 2
14 —14-5 2 1 2 1 1 7 -3 -21 63 27
13-6 —13-11 1 1 -4 -4 16 16
F 3 1 5 6 8 7 6 2 38 -38 173 475
D -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3
FD -12 -3 -10 -6 -31 7
cm2 /p q on
r u fto ftu o 7 24 18 132
c
2
C
M
m
SD
Age
-.237
.056
-1.4 rao
.
15 yr. 7.6 mo.
15 yr. 8.6 mo.
2.12 x 6
S.I.
-.158
.025
-31.6
1463.4
1500
1.86 :x 200
75 (-.158 x -.237)
3~8~
~
> r .45
1.86 x 2.12
*S.I. in hundreds.
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SCATTT5RGRAM XXII
CORRELATION OF AGE AND WEIGHT
.eight 2 11
Age 190 180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 F D FD FD X Y
x
to to to to to to to to to to to to to + -
199 189 179 169 159 149 139 111 119 109 99 89 79
13- 6 1 1 -4-4 16
14 11* 1117 -3-21 63 24
14- 6 112 1 5 -2-10 20 6
15 1 2 3 -1-3 3 1
15- 6 2 2 2 1 7 -38
16 1 211 1 7177 11
16- 6 1 2 3 2 6 12
17 1 111 4 3 12 36 9
17- 6 1 1 4 4 16 8
F 1 116 8 7 7 2 2 2 1 38 29 212 f75
D 7 4 3 2 1 -1 -2 -3-4-5
FD 7 4 3 12 8 34 -7 -4 -3-8-10-32
FD2 49 16 9 24 8 7 8 9 32 50 212
Age Weight
$ -.237 .053 75 (-.237 x .053)
.056 .003 38"
~~
C
-1.4 mo, .53 r .40
M 15 yr. 7.6 mo. 125.5
Mi 15 yr. 8.6 mo. 128*6 2.12 x 2.36
3D 2.12 x 6 2.36 x 10
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SCATTERGRAF XXIII
CORRELATION OF AGE A1TD BACK STRENGTH
Back :Strength
AgO 100 150 10UU jUU 400 F D FD FD 2
Z \j to to to to T
149 199 OA Q OQQ 449
17-6 --17-11 T1 X 1 4 4 16 8
17 — 17-5 O 1 4 3 12 36
16-6 — 16-11 1 1 1 3 2 6 12 2
16 — 16-5
1
O 1 X 1 1 7 1 7 7 3
1o - o — 15-11 1 1 9 1 7 29
15 — 15-5 1 3 -1 -3 3 1
14-6 —14-11 1 2 2 5 -2 -10 20 4
14 —14-5 1 2 1 1 2 7 -3 -21 63 18
13-6
--i:5-ll 1 1 -4 -4 16 8
F 1 4 11 ( 9 4 1 38 -38 173 44
D -3 -2 -1 1 2 3
YD -3 -8-•11 -•22 9 8 3 20
2
FD 9 16 11 9 16 9 74
Age Back Strength
c -.237 -.105 44 (-.237 x -.105)
c2 .056 .011 35
~"
C -1.4 mo. -5.25 r
;
.38
M 15 yr. 7.6 mo. 269.8
M& 15 yr. 8.6 mo. 264.3 2.12 x 1.39
SD 2.12 x 6 1.39 x 50
•
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SCATTEKRAM XXIV
CORRELATION OF AGE AIID PHYSICAL FITIIESS IITDEX
P.F.I .
:. t-e 130 120 110 100 90 80*70 60 F D FD FD^ X
AYJ
to to to to to to to to -k -
129 129 119 109 99 89 79 69
13-6—13-11 1
14 —14-5 1 2 2
14-6—14-11 1 1 1 1 1
15 —15-5 1 1 1
15-6
— 15-11 3 1 • 1
16 — 16-5 1 1 2 2
16-6—16-11 1 1 1
17 —17-5 1 1 1 1
17-6—17-11 1
F 3 3 10 o Q 6
I) 3 9w 1 -1 -2
FD 9 6 10 25 -9-•12
FD
2 27 12 10 9 24
Age P.F .1.
2
-L -4 -4. 16
7 -3 -21 63
20
X %
-38
7 1 7
3 2 6 12
4 3 12 36
1 4 4 16
38 29 173
ia
-4
6
-10
-7
-6
1 -9
-4
-4 -25
16 98
c2 -.237 -9 (0 x -.237)
c .056 38
C
-1 .4 mo. 6 r
-.07
15 yr. 7.6 mo. 105.
VA 15 yr. 8.6 mo. 105. 1.61 x 2.12
3D 2.12 x 6 1.61 x 10
»
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CORRELATION XXV
CORRELATION OF WEIGHT AND BACK STRENGTH
Back Strength ? -, n
'eight 400 350 300 250 200 150 100 F D FT) FD XLYL
to to to to to to to f -
449 399 349 299 349 199 149
190—199 1 1 7 7 49 21
180—189
170—179
160—169 1 1 4 4 16 8
150—159 1 1 3 3 9
140—149 2 3 1 6 2 12 24 14
130—139 14 12 8 1 8 8 4
120—129 3 4 7 34
110—119 2 14 7 -1 -7 7 2
100—109 2 2 -2 -4 8 8
90— 99 1 1 -3 -3 9 3
80— 89 2 2 -4 -8 32 16
70— 79 1 1 2 -5 •-10 50 25
F 1 4 9 7 11 5 1 38 -32 + 101
D 3 2 I -1 -2 -3
FD 3 8 9 20 -11 -10 -3 -24
FD~ 9 16 9 11 20 9 74
,7eight
c .053
o
d
.003
C .53
Back Strength
-.105
.011
5.25 r
101
~3~8
( .053 x -.105)
.81
M 125.5
m 128.6
SD 2.36
269.8
264.3
1.39 x 50
2.36 x 1.39
# •
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scatteroral: xxvi
CORRELATION OF TElG-HT ATTD STRENGTH IITDEX
Weight
20* 18 16
S.I.
14 12 10 8 6 F D FD FD^
+ -
70-- 79 2 2 -5 -10 50 40
80— 89 1 1 2 -4 -8 32 28
90— 99 1 1 -3 -3 9 6
100—109 2 2 -2 -4 8 8
110—119 1 2 2 2 7 -1 -7 7 5
120—
—129 1 3 3 -32
130—139 1 1 3 2 1 8 1 8 8 7
140—149 1 3 1 1 6 2 12 24 20
150—159 1 1 3 3 o 6
160—169 1 1 4 Aa. 16 8
170—179
180—189
190—199 1 1 7 7 49 7
F 2 6 7 8 6 5 1 3 38 34 212 + 135
D 3 2 1 -1 -2 -3 -4
FD 6 12 7 25 -6 -10 -3 12 -31
2
FD 18 24 7 6 20 9 48 132
Weight
c .053
;003
C 53
3 .1.
-.158
.025
-31.6 r
135 ( .053 X -.158)
.8:
'I 125.5
"'I 128.6
3D 2.36 x 10
1463.4
1500
1.86 x 200
2.36 x l.iB6
/
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SCATTERGRAM XXVII
CORRELATION OF '/EIGHT AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
11TJ xo »
to
P.F.I.
1 pq l l q "l HQ QQ PQ 7Q
to to to o to to
i pn Tin inn on pn 7nX£U XXU JLUU U OU (U
AQO V
to
AHOU
r
•nif 1 u
^2
/v. X
7D 7Q X X p _ O -in— xu «JU w
c u— X X P ,A _ p.— o ft
QQ 1 x — <J Q _Q— V
iUU" _ 1 HQ X X p _& — P — ft P
jL XU— 1 1 Q 1— JL Li) X £•> X X £ 7i — X — f 7 —
x*««u—
_
1 on
— X£s £ Ci O 7 —
lou- T ^Q T ft X XX QO 1 Qo Qo
1 AO— 1 AO 1 PPTX £ £ X O p 1 pJL<£ p/1 —A
XDU- 1 ^Q— 10V TX 1 i-iO o oy - b
lbU- 1 CO- loy 1 1 A 4 16 -8
1 /U--i < y
xoU- TOO-lby
190- -199 1 1 7 17 49 28
F 3 3 10 o 9 6 1 38 34 212 -48
D 3 2 1 -1-2 4
FD 9 6 10 25 -9 -12 -4 -25
2
FD 27 12 10 9 24 16 98
£
c
c
Weight
.053
.003
.53
P.F.I.
-48
~38
~
r
( .053 x 0)
-.33
M
Md
3D
125.5
128.6
2.36 x
105.
105.
10 1.61 x 10
2:.36 X 1.61
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SCATTERGRAJ.! XXVI T
I
CORRELATION OF BACK STRENGTH I AND STRENGTH INDEX
Baok
Strength '.
Strength 6* 8 10 12 14
I ndex
16 18 20 F D FD FD xV
+ -
400 -- 449 1 1 3 3 9 3
350 - - 399 2 2 4 2 8 16 20
300 - - 349 1 5 3 9 1 9 9 11
250 - - 299 2 3 1 1 7 20
200 - - 249 3 4 4 11 -1 -11 11 10
150 --199 2 12 5 _ o -10 20 30
100 - - 149 1 1 -3 -3 9 12
F 3 15 6 8 7 6 2 38 -24 74 86
D -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3
FD -12 -3 -10 -6 7 12 6
FD 48 9 20 6 7 24 18
C
Back Strength Strength Index
-.105 -.158
.011 .025
5.25 -31.6 r
86M (-.158 x
-
.105)
.87
M 269.8 1463.4
Md 264.3 1500 1.86 x 1.39
SD 1.39 x 50 1.86 x 200
*Strength Index in hundreds
r
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S CATTFRCrR TXI
X
CORRELATION OF BACK STRENGTH AFD PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
P.F.I. 100
to
149
150
to
199
200
to
249
Baok
250
to
299
Strength
^00 350
to to
"549 399
400 F
to
449
D FD FD
2
+ -
130--139 1 1 1 3 3 9 27 6
120- -129 1 2 3 2 6 12 4
110--119 3 2 2 3 10 1 10 10 -5
100- -109 3 1 2 6
90-- 99 1 5 1 2 9 -1 -9 9 5
80- - 89 1 1 3 1 6 -2 - 12 24 6
70- - 79
60- - 69 1 1 -4 -4 16 -12
F 1 5 11 9 4 1 38 25 98 *4
D -3 -2 -1 1 2 3
FD -3 --10 - 11 -24 9 8 3 20
•
FD 9 20 11 9 16 9 74
C
Back Strength
-.105
.011
5.25
P .F.I
8 r
4
38
.
(o x -•.105)
.05
M
Ma.
SD
269.8
264.3
1.39 x 50
105
105
1.1SI x 10
1.61 X 1.39
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SCATTERGRAM XXX
CORRELATION OF STRENGTH INDEX AND PHYSICAL FITNESS INDEX
. . .
6* 8 10 12 14
#I
i6 18 20 F D FD FD^ X
1
^
t -
130- -139 1 1 1 3 3 9 27 3
120- -129 1 1 1 3 2 6 12 6
110- -119 1 1 1 1 3 1 10 1 10 10
100- -109 1 1 1 25
90- - 99 2 4 1 1 1 9 -1 -9 9 5
80-- 89 2 1 1 2 6 -2 -12 24 10
70- - 79
60- - 69 1 1 -4 -4 16 4
F 3 1 5 6 o 7 6 2 38 25
D -4 - 3 -2 -1 1 2 3
FD- 12 -3-10 •-6 -31 7 12 6 25
2
FD 48 9 20 6 7 24 18 132
c§
C
Strength Index
-.158
.025
-31.6
P.F.I
.
r
23
3¥
_
( -.158 s : 0)
M
nat
3D
1463.4
1500
1.86 x 200
105
105
1. 61 x 10
1.86 x 1.61
-5
f 23
.2
3.1. in hundreds
T
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